[This paper] reports on the research that was recognized by two awards, the Gordon Bell Award and the Karp Prize, at IEEE's COMPCON 1988 meeting in San Francisco on March 2.
We present massively parallel algorithms that achieve very high parallel efficiencies (98.7 percent or better) on three production scientific applications. The applications are wave mechanics using explicit finite differences, fluid dynamics of an unstable flow using the Flux Corrected Transport technique, and beam strain analysis using finite elements and the method of conjugate gradients. A brief explanation of the algorithms for host and node processors is given for each application. The results are shown as a function of both problem size and number of processors. When problem size is fixed, the serial component s is 0.0006 to 0.001, resulting in parallel speedups of 502 to 637. When the problems are scaled with the number of processors, the equivalent serial component drops to between 3 and ten parts per million, resulting in parallel speedups of 1009 to 1020.
In reducing the serial component to such a small number, several new sources of parallel efficiency loss become apparent that were previously masked. The focus here is on new effects of massive parallelism that have been heretofore unobserved and unimportant on systems of fewer than a thousand processors. These effects include inefficiency caused by redundant operations, spurious load imbalance (induced by hardware defects), and data-dependent MFLOPS rates. Future massively parallel hardware designs may find these new effects increasingly important as the number of processors in ensembles is increased and as the more traditional problems of parallel efficiency loss are solved.
The issues encountered in measuring parallel speedup on a 1024-processor system are presented in § 2. Machine parameters specific to our hypercube system are summarized in § 3. A set of general algorithmic techniques used to achieve high parallel efficiency is described in § 4. Results for three applications on ensembles of up to 1024 processors are discussed in § § 5-7. Several advances in our understanding of parallel processing are summarized in § 8.
Background discussion. 2.1. Amdahl's law revisited.
There is considerable skepticism regarding the viability of massive parallelism. The skepticism centers around Amdahl's law, an argument put forth by Gene Amdahl in 1967 [1] that for a program with serial work fraction s, the maximum parallel speedup obtainable is bounded by 1/s. This law has led to the assertion that the serial fraction will dominate execution time for any large parallel ensemble of processors, limiting the advantages of the parallel approach. Our experience with a 1024-processor system demonstrates that an assumption underlying Amdahl's argument may not be valid for large parallel ensembles.
If P is the number of processors, s is the amount of time spent (by a serial processor) on serial parts of the program, and p is the amount of time spent (by a serial processor) on parts of the program that can be done in parallel, then Amdahl's law gives where we have normalized total time s + p = 1. For P = 1024 this is a steep function of s near s = 0 (slope of approximately -P 2 ), as shown in the left graph in Fig. 1 . The expression and graph are based on the implicit assumption that p is independent of P. However, one does not generally take a fixed-sized problem and run it on various numbers of processors; in practice, a scientific computing problem scales with the available processing power. The fixed quantity is not the problem size but rather the amount of time a user is willing to wait for an answer; when given more computing power, the user expands the problem (more spatial variables, for example) to use the available hardware resources.
FIG. 1. Speedup given by Amdahl's law and by problem scaling [12].
As a first approximation, we have found that it is the parallel part of a program that scales with the problem size. Times for program loading, serial bottlenecks, and I/O that make up the s component of the application do not scale with problem size. When we double the number of processors, we double the number of spatial variables in a physical simulation. As a first approximation, the amount of work that can be done in parallel varies linearly with the number of processors ( § § 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5).
We now consider the inverse of Amdahl's paradigm: rather than ask how fast a given serial program would run on a parallel processor, we ask how long a given parallel program would have taken to run on a serial processor. If we use s' and p' to represent serial and parallel time spent on the parallel system, s'+p' = 1, then a uniprocessor requires time s'+ p'P to perform the task. This reasoning gives an alternative to Amdahl's law [4] , [12] : (2) Scaled speedup = (s' + p' P ) / (s' + p' ) = P + (1 P ) s'.
In contrast to the curve for (1) , this function is simply a line, of moderate slope 1-P, as shown in the right graph of Fig. 1 . When speedup is measured by scaling the problem size, the scalar fraction s tends to shrink as more processors are used. It is thus much easier to achieve efficient parallel performance than is implied by Amdahl's paradigm, and performance as a function of P isn't necessarily bounded by an asymptote.
Fixed and scaled problem size.
Measurements of parallel performance are best displayed as a function of both problem size and ensemble size. Two subsets of this domain have received attention in the parallel processing community. The first subset we call the fixed-sized speedup line (Fig. 2) . Along this line, the problem size is held fixed and the number of processors is varied. On shared-memory machines, especially those with only a few processors, this is reasonable since all processors can access memory through a network transparent to the programmer. On ensemble computers, fixing the problem size creates a severe constraint, since for a large ensemble it means that a problem must run efficiently even when its variables occupy only a small fraction of available memory. 
FIG. 2. Ensemble computing performance pattern.
For ensemble computers the scaled speedup line (Fig. 2) is an alternative computational paradigm. It is the line along which problem size increases with the number of processors, as discussed in the previous section. The computation-to-communication ratio is higher for scaled problems. One can model the performance of these scaled problems with a hypothetical processor node that has direct uniprocessor access to all of the real random-access memory of the machine. This hypothetical processor performance is numerically equivalent (after adjustment by a factor introduced in § 2.2.1) to the ratio of measured MFLOPS rates in § § 5, 6 and 7. An example of these scaled speedup calculations is given in § 2.2.2.
Operation efficiency.
Conversion of an algorithm from serial to parallel often increases the operation count. For example, it might be more efficient to have each processor calculate a globally required quantity than to have one processor calculate it and then communicate it to other processors. We define Ω(N) to be the operation count for the best serial algorithm, where N is the size of the problem in one dimension. We also define Ωp(N) to be the total operation count for the best parallel algorithm; in general, Ωp(N) ≥ Ω(N). Also, Ω 1 (N) ≥ Ω(N), where Ω 1 (N) is the operation count for the parallel algorithm executed on one processor. As a result, the P processors can be 100 percent busy on computation and still be less than P times faster than the best serial algorithm. For example, suppose that a two-dimensional simulation requires a serial operation count given b
where a, b, and c are constant nonnegative integers. In running the N-by-N problem in parallel on P processors, each processor treats a subdomain with operation cost Ω (N / √P ). This operation cost is more work than would be performed by a serial processor:
Equality is only possible if a = b = 0 in (3).
Communication Bound
Fixed Sized Speedup Line We define an operation efficiency factor ηp(N) given by (5) 
where Ωp(N) is permitted to be a general function of P. When we refer to the efficiency of a particular node, we are accounting both for the apparent efficiency (compute time divided by total time) and the operation efficiency as defined in (5) . This concept can be used to tune parallel performance by providing an analytical model of the tradeoff between communication overhead and operation inefficiency. Note that an exact floating-point operation count is required to make this measurement.
Example of scaled speedup calculation.
The WAVE program ( § 5) can simulate a 6144-by-6144 gridpoint domain (192-by-192 on each of 1024 processors). This large problem requires 340 MBytes for the data structures alone, and cannot be run on a single processor. However, it is possible to measure interprocessor communication time and idle time on each processor to within a few thousandths of a second. If a 1024-processor job requires 10,000 seconds, of which 40 seconds is the average time spent by all processors doing work that would not be done by a serial processor, then one can compute efficiency for the distributed ensemble as (10,000 -40) / 10000 = 99.6 percent. (ηp is unity for this application.) The scaled speedup is then 0.996 x 1024
1020. An equivalent definition is the following: speedup is the sum of the individual processor efficiencies. Speedup shown in the graphs and tables in § § 5-7 is derived this way. Alternatively, the scaled speedup can be computed as 113 MFLOPS / 0.111 MFLOPS ≈ 1020 (see § 5.5).
Practical benchmarking considerations.
There are parameters in every program that affect execution times and that are user-controllable, such as the amount of output, grid resolution, or number of timesteps. Users adjust these parameters according to their computing environment. We have endeavored in benchmarking to select values representative of production engineering activities and to include all times, both computing and overhead, associated with a job.
2.3.1.
Limitations on execution time for fixed-sized speedup. Linear speedup on 1024 processors reduces a two-minute uniprocessor execution time to 0.126 seconds, which would be barely discernible to the user because of job startup time. However, a job that requires about two minutes on 1024 processors might take 30 hours on a single processor, making it tedious to benchmark. A two-minute job on 1024 processors seems to be a reasonable upper bound for a benchmark. Moreover, when using 1024 processors, we have found that the time to complete even the most trivial computation (load all processors, do one operation, send result back to the host) is about two seconds. To achieve reasonable efficiency, we must choose a job time at least one order of magnitude greater than this fixed overhead. Hence, as a compromise for fixed-sized benchmarking we have aimed for 4 to 30 hours for the uniprocessor jobs, which results in about 20 to 200 seconds for the 1024-processor jobs. For the three applications reported herein, we choose the spatial discretization, number of timesteps, or convergence criteria to approximate these times. The selections were within the limits of what an engineer or scientist would actually choose in a production environment. However, note that for some applications of interest, several hours, even days, of execution time are not uncommon.
Input and output.
Each program provides the input and output (I/O) that would typically be demanded by someone using the program as a production design tool. Tables and input conditions are read from disk and keyboard; timestep history and final state go to both disk storage and to a color graphics display. The amount of I/O that can be demanded of a simulation is almost unbounded; the greater the demand, the more challenging it is to overlap I/O with computation. Eventually a penalty is paid, in both speedup and absolute performance. We choose enough I/O to provide continuous interaction with the user regarding the progress of the computation, and then the solution or final timestep. For the applications discussed here, non-overlapped I/O requires less than two seconds on any job. ≈ 3. The NCUBE parallel computer. The NCUBE/ten is well suited for parallel speedup research. It has more processors than the maximum configuration of any other MIMD machine currently available. Since each processor has 512 KBytes of memory and a complete environment, it is possible to run a fixed-sized problem of practical size on a single processor. Each NCUBE node has fast enough 32-bit and 64-bit floating-point arithmetic for the 1024-node ensemble to be competitive with conventional supercomputers on an absolute performance basis.
All memory is distributed in the hypercube architecture. Information is shared between processors by explicit communications across I/O channels (as opposed to the shared-memory approach of storing data in a common memory). Therefore, the best parallel applications are those that seldom require communications which must be routed through nodes. The applications presented here use these point-to-point paths exclusively. The NCUBE provides adequate bandwidth for moving data to and from I/O devices such as host, disk, and graphics display. The operating system can allocate subcubes to multiple users with very little interference between subcubes. In fact, much of our benchmarking is performed while sharing the cube with various sized jobs and various applications.
Machine parameters.
The NCUBE processor node is a proprietary, custom VLSI design. It contains a complete processor (similar in architecture to a VAX-11/780 with Floating Point Accelerator), 11 bidirectional Direct Memory Access (DMA) communications channels, and an error-correcting memory interface, all on a single chip. Both 32-bit and 64-bit IEEE floating-point arithmetic are integral to the chip and to the instruction set. Each node consists of the processor chip and six 1-Mbit memory chips (512 KBytes plus error correction code).
Of relevance to this discussion is the ratio of computation time to communication time in such a processor node, as actually measured. Currently, a floating-point operation takes between 7 and 15 µseconds to execute on one node, using the Fortran compiler and indexed memory-to-memory operations (peak observed floating-point performance is 0.17 MFLOPS for assembly code kernels with double precision arithmetic). Our experience is that computationally-intensive single-node Fortran programs fall within this range (0.07 to 0.13 MFLOPS). This performance is expected to improve as the compiler matures. Integer operations are much faster, averaging a little over 1 µsecond when memory references are included.
The time to move data across a communications channel can sometimes be overlapped, either with computations or with other communications ( § 4.1). However, our experience using subroutine calls from Fortran shows that a message requires about 0.35 milliseconds to start and then continues at an effective rate of 2 µseconds per byte. It is then possible to estimate just how severe of a constraint on speedup one faces when working a fixed-sized problem using 1024 processors: Suppose that an application requires 400 KBytes for variables on one node (50K 64-bit words). If distributed over 1024 processors, each node will only have 50 variables in its domain. For a typical timestepping problem, each variable might involve ten floating-point operations (120 µseconds) per timestep, for a total of 6 milliseconds before data must be exchanged with neighbors. This computational granularity excludes the effective overlap of communication with computation that is achieved for larger problems (see § 6.4.1). Data exchange might involve four reads and four writes of 80 bytes each, for a worst-case time of (4 + 4) x (350 + 80 x 2) µseconds, or about 4 milliseconds. Therefore, when a single-node problem is distributed on the entire 1024-processor ensemble, the parallel overhead on the NCUBE will be about 40 percent. This estimate is validated by the experimental results presented in § § 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5. The cost of synchronization and load imbalance appears secondary to that of message transfers (for interprocessor communications and I/O) for the three applications discussed herein.
Normalized arithmetic.
Even when the computation appears perfectly load balanced on the ensemble, there can be load imbalance caused by data-dependent differences in arithmetic times on each node. For example, the NCUBE processor does not take a fixed amount of time for a floating-point addition. The operands are shifted to line up their binary points at a maximum speed of two bits per clock prior to the actual addition, or normalized at a similar rate if the sum yields a number smaller than the operands. The sum of 3.14 and 3.15 executes at maximum speed, but the sum of 3.14 and 0.0003, or 3.14 and -3.15, takes additional cycles. The microprocessor also does a check, in parallel, of whether either operand is zero, and shortcuts the calculation if true. This timing variability is typical of the VAX-type architectures, but is very unlike that of machines like the CRAY that have pipelined arithmetic. Statistically, the NCUBE nodes have nearly the same amount of work to do; however, variation caused by data introduces a slight load imbalance in the large jobs.
4. General techniques. 4.1. Communication overlap. The communications channels for each node are, in principle, capable of operating concurrently with the processor itself and with each other, up to the point where memory bus bandwidth (7.5 MByte/second) is saturated. However, the Direct Memory Access (DMA) channels are managed by software running on the processor. The software creates overhead that limits the extent to which communications can be overlapped.
Careful ordering of reads and writes can yield considerable overlap and economy, halving the time spent on interprocessor communication. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the pattern used for the two-dimensional Wave Mechanics problem ( § 5); the other applications use similar techniques for nearest-neighbor communication in two dimensions.
The messages sent and received in Fig. 3 are 768 bytes long. The actual DMA transfers require 1.20 µseconds per byte, or 0.9 milliseconds for each message. Before a message can be written, it is first copied to a location in system buffer memory where messages are stored in a linked-list format. For a 768-byte message, the copy and startup time for writing a message is about 0.4 milliseconds. We found it best to arrange the writes as in Fig. 3 rather than alternate writes and reads. This arrangement reduces the number of synchronizations from four to one; it also ensures, as much as possible, that messages have arrived by the time the corresponding reads are executed.
FIG. 3. Overlapped communications.
When subroutine calls to read messages are issued in the same order that corresponding messages are written, the probability of an idle state (waiting for message) is reduced. Therefore, if the first write is in the "up" direction, the first read should be from the "down" direction. About 0.2 milliseconds of processor time is needed to prepare to receive the message. If there is no waiting (i.e., all connected processors are ready to write), and there is little contention for the memory bus, then the read operations proceed with overlapped DMA transfers. As shown in Fig. 3 , four channels can operate simultaneously for modest message lengths even when startup overhead is taken into account. In Fig. 3 , an average of 2.5 DMA channels are operating simultaneously. After each message is read into a system buffer, it is copied back to the Fortran array so it can again be used in the program. For the 768-byte message, this requires about 0.2 milliseconds. The total time for a complete set of four writes and four reads is less than 4 milliseconds for this example. This time compares with a computation time of about 3 seconds for the interior points. Thus, with careful management, computation time can be made almost three orders of magnitude greater than parallel communication overhead.
Note also that the total transfer in Fig. 3 is 6144 bytes in 3.5 milliseconds, or 0.6 µseconds/byte; because of overlap, this is less than the theoretical time required to send 6144 bytes over one channel: 7.3 milliseconds. Hence, one cannot use simple parametric models of communication speed and computation speed to accurately predict ensemble performance.
Message gather-scatter.
In sending edge data to nearest neighbors in a two-dimensional problem, two of the four edges in the array have a non-unit stride associated with their storage. Since the communications routines require contiguous messages, it is first necessary to gather the data into a message with a Fortran loop for those two edges. The result is quadruple buffering of messages, as shown in Fig. 4 .
FIG. 4. Quadruple buffering.
The NCUBE Fortran compiler produces considerable loop overhead for the gather and scatter tasks, and our studies show that a hand-coded assembly routine for these tasks is actually 11 times faster than Fortran. On the parallel version of WAVE ( § 5) for example, the assembly code routine is used to gather the edge data and to scatter the message back to the edge. (Figure 4 shows times using assembly code.) This change improved fixedsized parallel speedup by as much as 20 percent.
Message organization.
Considerable communication time can be saved by judicious reorganization of data and computation within the application. In particular, it is very important to avoid message startup time by coalescing individual messages wherever possible. The total overhead for every message is about 0.35 milliseconds, which limits the fine-grained parallel capability of the hypercube. In spreading problems thinly across processors for the purpose of measuring fixed-sized problem speedup, message startup time dominates the parallel overhead. To mitigate this effect, we have structured the algorithms so that communications are grouped rather than alternated with computation. Data structures were organized so that successive communications can be changed into a single communication of concatenated data.
As an example, the first attempt at a hypercube version of the fluid dynamics program ( § 6) descended from a vector uniprocessor version, and required over 400 nearest-neighbor read-write message pairs per timestep. Reorganization of data structures and computation reduced the nearest-neighbor communication cost to 48 message pairs per timestep. This reduction primarily involved the reorganization of dependent variable arrays into one large structure with one more dimension. The restructuring placed nearest-neighbor data into a contiguous array for two of the communicated edges, and a constant stride array on the other two edges. The constant stride arrays are gathered into a contiguous array by an optimized routine ( § 4.2) at a cost of about 0.3 µseconds per byte. 
Global exchange.
Many of the kernels generally thought of as "serial" (order P time complexity for P processors) can actually be performed in log 2 P time using a series of exchanges across the dimensions of the cube. For example, the accumulation of inner products is performed efficiently by means of bidirectional exchanges [18] of values along successive dimensions of the hypercube, interspersed with summation of the newly-acquired values (Fig. 5 ). This algorithm requires the optimal number of communication steps, log 2 P. Note that we do not perform a "global collapse" that condenses the desired scalar to one processor which must then be broadcast to all nodes. The exchange does more computations and messages than a collapse, but requires half the passes to produce the desired sum on each processor. A similar pattern can be used to perform such "serial" operations as finding global maxima, global minima, and global sums, in time proportional to log 2 P rather than P.
FIG. 5. Global exchange for inner products.
This technique is used, for example, for the conjugate gradient iterations in the structural analysis problem to perform inner products, and in the fluid dynamics problem to establish the maximum timestep that satisfies the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition. For the structural analysis problem, the time to accomplish the pattern shown in Fig. 5 for a ten-dimensional hypercube is 7.7 milliseconds, consistent with the discussion in § 4.1 (ten reads, ten writes, 0.35 milliseconds startup per read or write). Fig. 6 shows the fanout algorithm [18] used to load 64 processors in an order 6 hypercube. By using a tree to propagate redundant information, the time for operations such as loading the applications program or the node operating system is greatly reduced. This pattern is used in reverse to collect output. In contrast to the global exchange technique of § 4.4, the tree method is most useful when information must be sent to or received from the host.
Logarithmic-cost fanout.
As an example of the savings provided by this technique, a 12500-byte executable program is loaded onto a 512-node hypercube in 1.33 seconds using a pattern similar to the one shown in Fig. 6 , compared with 61.18 seconds using a serial loading technique. The performance ratio is 46 to 1. For a 1024-node hypercube, the logarithmic technique is 83 times faster. The logarithmic technique can disseminate a block of 480 KBytes (the maximum user space in each node) in less than one minute, whereas the serial technique requires an hour and twenty minutes. The WAVE program calculates the progress of a two-dimensional surface (acoustic) wave through a set of deflectors, and provides a graphic display of the resulting heavily-diffracted wavefront. The program is capable of handling reflectors of any shape (within the resolution of the discretized domain).
Mathematical formulation. The Wave Equation is
(6) c 2 2 ø = ø tt where ø and c are functions of the spatial variables. In general, ø represents the deviation of the medium from some equilibrium (pressure, height, etc.) and c is the speed of wave propagation in the medium (assumed to be isotropic). For nonlinear waves, c is also a function of the wave state. A discrete form of (6) for a two-dimensional problem on
where F(i, j) = ø(ih, jh), h = 1/N. Equation (7) can be rearranged into a scheme where F new is computed explicitly from F and F old . Hence, only two timesteps need to be maintained in memory simultaneously ("leapfrog" method).
There is ample literature regarding the convergence of this method [8, 15] as a function of c 2 , h, and ∆t.
For example, it is necessary (but not sufficient) that (∆t)
/ 2 (CFL condition). We use constant c and (∆t) 2 = (h/c) 2 / 2 in our benchmark. 
Test problem.
To demonstrate the capability of the algorithm, a test problem is used that included internal reflecting boundaries (Fig. 7) . The reflecting barrier is a rectangle that is one-sixth by one-third the domain size. A diagonal wave of width one-sixth the domain size impinges on the barrier, creating reflections and diffractions difficult to compute by analytic means. Feature proportions of one-sixth and one-third allow discretizations as coarse as 6-by-6 for the domain to correspond in a simple way to discretizations of size 12-by-12, 24-by-24, and so forth.
Parallel algorithm.

ALGORITHM a Host Program for the Wave Mechanics Problem a1.
[Start.] Prompt the user for the desired hypercube dimension. For simplicity, we require that the dimen sion be even so that grid resolution always scales in both dimensions. a2.
[Open subcube.] Open the requested hypercube, and send a copy of the WAVE node program (Algorithm A) to all nodes using a logarithmic fanout. (Nodes begin execution and start timing their job as soon as they are loaded.) a3.
[Determine problem size.] Prompt the user for the desired resolution of the discretization, and the de sired number of timesteps. (The resolution can be N = 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, or 192 per node; the number of timesteps must be even.) Send both parameters to every node. a4.
[Prepare for node output.] While the first timestep is being calculated, initialize the graphics display (load color table, clear screen, compute scale factors), and determine the gray code mapping of nodes to the two-dimensional domain. a5.
[Read timestep.] If the "History" flag is true, read the timestep data from each node (pixel values, 0 to 255) and display on the graphics monitor. (Sending pixels instead of floating-point values saves message length and host effort.) a6.
[Next timestep.] Repeat step a5 for every timestep. a7.
[Read last timestep.] Read the final timestep data from each node and display it (regardless of the state of the "History" flag). a8.
[Read timers.] Read the timing data from every node. Find the minimum and maximum processor times, compute MFLOPS, and display on the ASCII monitor. (The computation of application MFLOPS is the only floating-point arithmetic performed by the host algorithm.) a9.
Close the allocated hypercube.␣ ␣ [Start timer.] Prior to any other executable statement, execute a system call to record the time. A2.
[Obtain node location.] Execute a system call to obtain this node's processor number (0 to 1023, gray code) and the dimension of the cube. A3.
[Find gray code mapping.] Use the data from step A2 to compute the processor numbers of the nearest neighbors in a two-dimensional subset of the hypercube interconnect. If n is the processor number, then half the bits in n represent x location and the other half represent the y location. The x and y node coordinates are converted from gray code to binary, incremented and decremented to obtain coordinates of nearest neighbors, and converted back to gray code to obtain the processor numbers of the four neighbors [17] . A4.
[Read problem parameters.] Read the number of timesteps and the subdomain size from the host (step a3). A5.
[Start timesteps.] Initialize the first two timesteps F (i, j) and G(i, j). In the test case, a diagonal shock wave is loaded into the first timestep, and the same wave moved one unit up and to the right is loaded into the second timestep to create a non-dispersing shock; a rectangular region in the path of the wave is marked "reflecting" by setting flags
[Main loop.] Transfer the (noncontiguous) left and right "inner edges" of timestep G(i, j) to dedicated contiguous buffers. A7.
[Send boundary messages.] Send all "inner edges" of G to nearest neighbors in the Up, Down, Left, and Right directions. (Boundary conditions are periodic, so processors messages "wrap around" with a toroidal topology). A8.
[ The best known parallel algorithm is computationally identical to the best known serial algorithm; one simply uses a spatial decomposition of the region. Here, Ωp(N) = Ω (N), so there is no need to correct for operation efficiency. The sharing of edge data provides all necessary synchronization as timesteps progress. The general approach to the wave equation on a hypercube is described in [8, 17] . We note here a few specifics on the NCUBE version. The program is small enough (about 10 KBytes executable, not including data structures) to load in one long message. By using the full hypercube interconnection ( § 4.5) to load the program, even the full 1024-node jobs load in less than one second.
Communication cost. The equations describing communication overhead are (8a)
where
directions, and P is the number of processors (P > 1). For this application, the expressions for communication cost are simple because all messages are to nearest-neighbor processors in the two-dimensional topology. For the smallest problems studied (6 by 6 gridpoints per processor), the communication time per timestep is dominated by the 350 µsec-per-message startup time. The nearest-neighbor communications are described in § 4.1 for the largest problems studied (192 by 192 gridpoints per processor). The gather-scatter technique described in § 4.2 is essential in achieving high efficiency for fixed-sized problems.
Computation cost.
In contrast to the other two applications described herein, the wave mechanics problem does relatively few arithmetic calculations per timestep. One consequence of this is that Fortran loop overhead dominates when the subdomains are very small. For example, the 6-by-6 subdomain initially ran at about 40 KFLOPS on a single processor, whereas the 192-by-192 subdomain ran at about 80 KFLOPS on a single processor. Besides degrading absolute performance, this overhead introduced another efficiency loss for the fixed-sized case, since a 50 percent efficiency loss resulting from spatial decomposition had nothing to do with interprocessor communication.
To mitigate this efficiency loss, the kernel of the WAVE timestep update was coded in assembly language. This refinement raised the absolute performance while also flattening performance across the whole range of subdomain sizes. With an assembly version of step A9, the 6-by-6 problem achieved 83 KFLOPS, and larger problems quickly approach a plateau of 111 KFLOPS. Thus a 25 percent loss of efficiency for the fixedsized case is the result of loop startup time within a single processor, and absolute performance is improved in all cases.
We have used 32-bit precision for this application. The numerical method error is of order (h + ∆t) [15] , which dominates any errors introduced by the finite precision of the arithmetic. The parallel speedup benefits from the larger subdomains permitted by reducing memory requirements from 64-bit words to 32-bit words. Absolute performance is also increased by about 50 percent, with virtually no additional truncation error.
The quadratic equation describing the operation count for each timestep is
There is no difference between Ω(N) and Ω 1 (N). Since there are no terms less than second order, the operation efficiency ηp is unity. This ideal value for ηp is the main reason that wave mechanics has the highest speedup of the applications presented here.
Measured performance.
By keeping the number of timesteps constant, the resulting performance charts would ideally show constant MFLOPS as a function of problem size, and constant time in seconds as a function of number of processors. It is interesting to compare Tables 1 and 2 against this ideal. Note in particular that time in seconds varies little with hypercube dimension, as one would hope, except for the loss in going from the serial version to the parallel version. The physical problem being solved is identical only along diagonal lines in the above charts, from top left to bottom right. For example, the 12-by-12-per-node problem on a serial processor is the same as a 6-by-6 problem on each of four processors. In contrast, the 192-by-192-per-node problem on an eight-dimensional hypercube is the same as the 96-by-96-per-node problem on a ten-dimensional hypercube; both perform a very high resolution (3072 by 3072 global gridpoints) simulation, but the algorithmic timesteps now represent a smaller interval of physical time for the high-resolution simulation than for the low-resolution simulation, since ∆t is proportional to 1/N. By fixing the number of algorithmic timesteps, we are able to study the effects of parallel overhead across rows of the table, and the effect of loop overhead along columns.
The job with 192 by 192 global gridpoints, the largest problem that spans the entire range of hypercube sizes, yields a fixed-sized speedup of 637. If we scale the problem to fit the processor, always assigning a 192 by 192 subdomain to each node, the overall efficiency never drops below 99.6 percent. In particular, the 1024-node job executes 1020 times as fast as it would on one identical processor with similar access times to 0.5 GByte of memory. Alternatively, the 1024-node job executes at a MFLOPS rate of 1020 times that of a singlenode job (see Table 1 ). Both speedup curves are shown in Fig. 8 .
FIG. 8. Wave mechanics problem speedups.
This application revealed a series of subtle hardware problems with specific nodes that initially caused a spurious load imbalance of up to 10 percent on the 256-node and 1024-node jobs. By partitioning the cube and comparing times on identical subcubes, we identified "slow nodes" that were performing memory error correction, communication error recovery, or overly frequent memory refresh, all of which diminished performance without causing incorrect results. The fixed-sized problem speedup of 637 is 62.2 percent of the linear speedup of 1024. Ideally, the fixedsized 12,780-second serial case would have been reduced to 12.5 seconds; instead, the measured time is 20.0 seconds. Of the 7.5 second difference, 4.2 seconds is due to the reduced MFLOPS rate caused by the shortening of Fortran loop counts on each node (from 192 to 6). This MFLOPS reduction can be observed directly in the leftmost column of Table 1 . Another 0.7 seconds is lost in program loading and non-overlapped I/O ( § 4.5). The remaining time, 2.6 seconds, is lost in interprocessor communication; the sum of the latter two effects is visible in the bottom row of Table 2 . The fixed-sized problem speedup of 637 implies a serial fraction s of 0.0006 (see (1), § 2.1).
The scaled problem speedup of 1020 is 99.66 percent of the ideal. Of the 0.34 percent loss, 0 percent is caused by operation efficiency loss ( § 5.4.2), 0 percent is lost in loop overhead (since further improvements in serial MFLOPS were negligible beyond the 48-by-48 subdomain size; see Table 1 , leftmost column), 0.01 percent is lost in program loading, 0.17 percent is incurred in going from the serial version to the parallel version of the program, and the remaining 0.16 percent is from load imbalance induced by data-dependent MFLOPS rates ( § 3.2). Based on the top row of Table 2 , the extrapolated uniprocessor execution time for this problem (6144 by 6144 gridpoints) is approximately 13.1 million seconds (5 months). In the parlance of § 2.1, the serial fraction s' is 0.0034, which corresponds to a serial fraction s of approximately 0.000003 (44 seconds of overhead out of 13.1 million seconds). [2, 7] . Such simulations model fluid behavior that is dominated either by large gradients or by strong shocks. The particular application here involves a nonconducting, compressible ideal gas under unstable conditions.
Mathematical formulation.
FCT is a numerical technique that resolves the solution of the field variables with regions of steep gradients without introducing numerical dispersion or excessive numerical dissipation. Areas of the computational domain that exhibit large flow gradients are resolved using an appropriate weighting of low-and high-order difference schemes so as to preserve positivity of the field variables (for example, density remains positive).
The principles of conservation of mass, momentum and energy for a frictionless, nonconducting compressible gas are represented by the Euler equations. A precise mathematical statement of these laws is expressed in the following set of nonlinear PDE's:
Conservation of Mass: (10) ρ t + (ρu) x + (ρv) y = 0
Conservation of Momentum:
(ρv) t + (ρvu) x + (℘ +ρv 2 ) y = b(y) Conservation of Energy: (12) [ρ (e + u where the subscripts denote partial derivatives, b(x) and b(y) represent body force components, u and v are the velocity components in the x and y directions, p is the gas density, ℘ is the gas pressure, and e is the specific internal energy. For simplicity, the computations modeled a thermally perfect ideal gas. The gas law is given by:
where γ is the constant adiabatic index. (A more complicated equation-of-state would contain more operations and improve the computation/communication ratio).
Test problem.
The equations of fluid motion for a frictionless, compressible gas are solved under initial conditions which lead to a well-known Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The domain is periodic in the x direction, and a shear flow is perturbed in order to produce vortical cells that enlarge with time (Fig. 9 ). Values N x and N y refer to the spatial discretization of the domain for the numerical method described in the next section.
Parallel Algorithm
ALGORITHM b Host Program for the Fluid Dynamics Problem
b1.
[Start.] Prompt the user for the cube dimension, x and y discretizations (processors and gridpoints), number of timesteps, and the amount of output information. b2.
[Start host timers.] Initialize load timer, read timer, write timer, elapsed timer, and host timer to zero. b3.
[Start nodes.] Open the hypercube with the requested dimension. Load the FCT node program (Algo rithm B) into the hypercube using a logarithmic fanout. Send problem parameters to every node using a logarithmic fanout. There are several features of FCT which make it especially suitable for large-scale parallel processors. First, the number of operations performed at each grid cell is independent of the data. Thus, processor load balance is not affected by regions with high activity, such as shocks, since the same computations are performed in the regions with low activity, or low fluid gradients. Even though these problems are nonlinear, there are no data-dependent computational decisions (branches) made during the simulations.
FIG. 9. Fluid dynamics problem.
Second, the calculations are performed over a fixed mesh. This feature allows us to always optimally decompose the computational grid statically, perfecting the load balance and minimizing communication costs.
Third, the nonlinear partial differential equations are solved explicitly, meaning that only data from the previous time level is needed to advance the solution to the next time step. Only a single global communication is needed per timestep in order to advance the time based on CFL condition limitations.
Communication cost.
All of the interprocessor communications associated with the grid decomposition are nearest-neighbor only. One global communication occurs each timestep in step B4, when all processors must determine the shortest possible transit time across any cell for which they are responsible, and broadcast that time to all processors to determine the maximum allowable timestep (CFL condition). The exchange is accomplished via nearest-neighbor data exchanges along each dimension of the hypercube ( § 4.4); thus, this global communication is performed in only log 2 P time.
The equations describing communication overhead are (14a) Cp (n x , n y ) = 1472 (n x + n y ) + 48 log 2 P (14b)
Mp (n x , n y ) = 96 + 2 log 2 P
FIG. 10. Nearest-neighbor communication-pair times.
where n x and n y are the number of gridpoints per processor in the x and y directions. The log 2 P terms in (14a) and (14b) are the result of the global exchange used to calculate the maximum timestep permitted by the CFL condition (step B 4). The other terms are the result of nearest-neighbor communications ( § 4.1), which exchange one or two strips of data between adjacent processors in all four directions on the grid. Fig. 10 shows measurements for the nearest-neighbor communication times of steps B7 through B10. Measurements for the remaining nearest-neighbor communications in steps B5 and B6 show a similar slope and intercept. Attempts to use (14a) and (14b) to predict nearest-neighbor communication times, using the measured parameters of Fig. 10 (startup time and time per byte), predict times twice as large as measured. This discrepancy is indicative of communication overlap which would not be accounted for by the substitution of parameters into (14a) and (14b), as explained in § 4.1. 
Computation cost.
The equation describing the total operation count for each timestep is:
The serial operation count is the same as the parallel operation count for one processor; i.e.,
The low-order terms in (15) cause operational efficiency ηp to be less than unity. The largest part of the operational efficiency loss is caused by the 348N y √P term, which results from the transfer of calculations from inner loops to outer loops. This movement of computation from the square term (inner loop) to the linear term (outer loop) reduces the total amount of work, improving the serial processor time. The effect decreases with increasing problem size. Alternatively, by moving the computation into the inner loop we would degrade serial performance slightly but increase net speedup. When the number of processors is large, subtle programming changes can cause large fluctuations in fixed-sized problem speedup. Table 3 shows the operation efficiency for the range of problem sizes studied in the next section. These efficiencies are incorporated into the measured performance. Note that the operation efficiency loss is as large as 15 percent.
Measured performance.
The results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 for 1600-timestep jobs. The fixed-sized problem uses a 64-by-64 grid, with 2-by-2 points per processor for the 1024-node case.
The fixed-sized and scaled speedup curves for the FCT program are shown in Fig. 11 . The fixed-sized speedup of 519 is 50.7 percent of the ideal linear speedup of 1024. A perfect speedup would have yielded an execution time of 108 seconds, rather than the measured 214 seconds. This 106-second discrepancy is the result of four major sources of inefficiency: uniprocessor loop overhead is 17 seconds, as derived from the leftmost column of Table 3 . Communication overhead in the parallel version is 66 seconds as measured by the node timers. Operation inefficiency accounts for 21 seconds, or 14.6 percent (cf. Table 4 ). Program loading, and nonoverlapped I/O, which require about 2 seconds, are the remaining sources of inefficiency. The fixed-sized problem speedup of 519 implies a serial fraction s of 0.001 (see (1), § 2.1). The scaled speedup of 1009 is 98.5 percent of the ideal. In this case, the operation efficiency is 99.5 percent. Communication overhead, program loading, and startup account for the remaining 1.0 percent loss in efficiency. Based on the top row of Table 5 , the extrapolated uniprocessor execution time for this 2048-by-2048-gridpoint problem is approximately 114 million seconds (3.6 years). In the parlance of § 2.1, the serial fraction s'is 0.013, which corresponds to a serial fraction s of approximately 0.00001 (1120 seconds of overhead out of 114 million seconds).
Application 3:
Beam-strain analysis. 7.1. Application description. Finite element techniques are used, for example, in structural analysis, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer applications. The particular application selected here involves the deflection of a beam subject to a specified load. This application is an established benchmark in structural mechanics, because the resulting matrix equations tend to be poorly conditioned, which mandates the use of high-precision arithmetic and a large number of iterations to achieve convergence with standard iterative solution methods. parallel BEAM program. Jacobi (main diagonal) preconditioning is used in both programs because it vectorizes and can be made parallel. 64-bit precision is used throughout the program; convergence is difficult without it. The parallel BEAM program never forms and stores the stiffness matrix A in memory and hence is able to solve systems of equations several times larger than if the matrix were formed explicitly. The only place that the stiffness matrix appears in the standard PCG algorithm [11] is in the matrix-vector product with the projection vector p. If residual and iterate vectors are denoted as b and x, respectively, then approximation of the matrixvector product by a difference formula for the directional derivative can be expressed as (17) Ap
where k is the iteration counter and e is the difference parameter. The matrix-free procedure given by (17) saves storage of A and repeated calculation of matrix-vector products, at the price of an additional residual vector calculation at each iteration.
Test problem.
As shown in Fig. 12 , the BEAM program computes the deflection of a two-dimensional beam fixed at one end, subject to a specified force, F. The beam is modeled as a linearly elastic structure with a choice of plane-strain or plane-stress constitutive equations. Values N x and N y refer to the spatial decomposition for the numerical method described in § 7.4.2.
FIG. 12.
Beam-strain analysis problem.
Parallel implementation.
ALGORITHM c Host Program for the Beam-Strain Analysis Problem
c1.
Prompt the user for input values. (Read the dimension of the cube, number of processors and finite elements in the x and y directions, and physical parameters of the beam model). c2.
Open a hypercube, and send a copy of the program (Algorithm C) to all nodes using a logarithmic fanout. (Nodes begin execution, and start timing their job, as soon as they are loaded.) c3.
Send the input values to node 0 (step C3). c4.
While the first iteration is being calculated, create the output header. c5.
Print the input values from step c1 to the output file. c6.
Collect output data from node 0 and print them in the output file. (All nodes contain copies of data resulting from global exchanges; therefore, only one node needs to send the final result to the host.) The message type indicates completion of iterations, continuation of iterations, or any of a number of failure modes. c7.
If message type indicates continuation of iterations, then repeat step c6. c8.
Close the hypercube.␣ ␣ The problem size is constant along the diagonals in the Tables, from top left to lower right. For example, the 64-by-32 grid of finite elements per node problem on a serial processor is the same as the 32-by-16 grid of finite elements per node problem on each of four processors. The case of a problem with a 64-by-32 grid of finite elements spans the entire range of hypercube sizes. The problem was run to convergence for better measurement of fixed-sized speedup. The elapsed time, MFLOPS rate, number of iterations required for convergence, and fixed-sized speedup are indicated in Table 9 .
If we scale the problem to fit the processor, with a 64-by-32 element subdomain on each node, the efficiency never drops below 99.5 percent. In particular, the 1024 processor job executes 1019 times as fast as a single processor would if it had access to 0.5 GBytes of memory. This scaled speedup result is given by the right graph of Fig. 13 .
The fixed-sized speedup of 502 is 49.0 percent of the ideal linear speedup. Perfect speedup would have yielded execution time of 15.9 seconds, rather than the measured 32.4 seconds. The discrepancy is the result of three sources of inefficiency: Communication overhead in the parallel version is 10.9 seconds of the total 32.4 seconds reported in Table 9 . Operation inefficiency is 3.4 seconds, or 15.9 percent (cf. Table 6 ) of the 21.5 seconds of computation. Program loading and startup, which require about 2 seconds ( § 2.3.1), are the remaining sources of inefficiency. Unlike the two previous applications, uniprocessor loop overhead is negligible, as shown by the leftmost column of Table 7 . The MFLOPS rate changes little because most of the computeintensive inner loops are Gaussian quadratures with loop counts that are independent of n x and n y . The fixedsized problem speedup of 502 implies a serial fraction s of 0.001 (see (1), § 2.1). 
FIG. 13. Beam-strain analysis problem speedups.
The scaled speedup of 1019 is 99.5 percent of the ideal. In this case, the operation efficiency is 99.6 percent. Communication overhead, program loading, and startup account for the remaining 0.1 percent loss in efficiency. When taken to convergence, the accrued overhead (including operation efficiency loss) is about 3000 seconds. The extrapolated uniprocessor execution time for this problem (two million finite elements) is approximately 20 years. In the parlance of § 2.1, the serial fraction s' is 0.005, which corresponds to a serial fraction s of approximately 0.000005 (3000 seconds of overhead out of 600 million seconds).
Summary and discussion.
For three important scientific applications-wave mechanics, fluid dynamics, and beam strain analysis-we have developed massively parallel solution programs. Moreover, the algorithms appear extensible to higher levels of parallelism than the 1024-processor level validated in this paper. We have examined the relationship between Amdahl's fixed-sized paradigm and a scaled paradigm to assess parallel performance. The scaled paradigm allows one to evaluate ensemble performance over a much broader range of problem sizes and operating conditions than does the fixed-sized paradigm. For the fixed-sized problems, efficiencies range between 0.49 to 0.62. For the scaled problems, efficiencies range between 0.987 to 0.996. The performance for the three applications, for both fixed-sized problems and scaled problems, is summarized in Table 10 .
Because the applications presented here achieve parallel behavior close to ideal, subtle effects appear in the efficiency that have been relatively unimportant in the past. The body of literature showing parallel speedup indicates that communication cost, algorithmic load imbalance, and serial parts of algorithms have accounted for virtually all efficiency loss in parallel programs. We have reduced those effects to the point where new ones become prominent. These new effects are potential hindrances to parallelism on larger ensembles. The serial fraction s ranged from 0.0006 to 0.001 for the fixed-sized problems. This is smaller than one might generally associate with a real application. However, s decreases with problem size. When the problem size is scaled with the number of processors, the serial fraction s' is 0.003 to 0.013, corresponding to an equivalent serial fraction s' of 0.000003 to 0.00001. This validates the scaled problem model of § 2.1.
Operation efficiency, an algorithmic consideration, is the dominant term in accounting for the efficiency loss in scaled speedup measurements for two of the three applications. The factoring of efficiency into two components, processor usage efficiency and performed/required operation efficiency, appears to be new to the literature. Operation efficiency is an important new tool for analysis and development of highly parallel algorithms. It can be used to tune parallel performance by providing an analytical model of the tradeoff between communication overhead and redundant operations. Subtle efficiency losses can also be caused by the hardware of massively parallel ensembles. First, datadependent timing for basic arithmetic is responsible for much of the load imbalance in the scaled applications. Even though each processor performs a nearly identical set of arithmetic operations (except at boundary conditions), a measured statistical skew is caused by the variation in time required for floating-point operations on the current VLSI node processor. The effect is less than 1 percent in all cases, but becomes visible on applications such as wave mechanics where the algorithmic load balance is perfect.
Second, in measuring the performance on various sized subcubes, anomalies were observed. These anomalies could be reproduced, for example, on the lowest 512 processors but not the upper 512 processors. An almost-perfect efficiency was reduced to 90 to 97 percent efficiency when the subcube in use contained certain defective processor nodes. Close examination of the nodes revealed various defects that slowed their operation without causing incorrect results: communication errors with successful retries, error corrections on memory, and hyperactive dynamic RAM refresh rates. The three applications served, and continue to serve, as "slow node" diagnostics for finding and replacing defective nodes. It is unlikely that they could have served this purpose had they not been nearly 100 percent efficient. The statistical base of processors is large enough that anomalies in hardware performance are readily apparent; this effect will become increasingly important as processor ensembles increase in size.
It is important to note that, even when we are constrained to a fixed-sized problem, the ensemble MFLOPS rate is equivalent to the vector MFLOPS rate of typical supercomputers. When mesh sizes are scaled up to those typical of the large PDE simulations used in scientific and engineering analysis, the result is nearly perfect (linear) speedup. This work is strong evidence of the power and future of parallel computing with large numbers of processors.
